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1.0 Introduction
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1 .1  A B S T R A C T
Existing consumption practices in the fashion indus-
try are using excessive resources. Largely caused by 
the ever increasing consumer cycles, in which we are 
now seeing as many as 52 “seasons” a year at large fast 
fashion retailers. Simultaneously technology and social 
media have been speeding up our own cycles of identity 
creation and connection, and in response movements 
such as minimalism and essentialism that advocate 
for owning less, and living with more intention, have 
gained mainstream exposure.
Founded in contemporary contexts this thesis explores 
how the integration of sharing economy and circular 
economy principles in retail services can offer para-
digm shifting user experiences. This concept engages 
users in considered consumption that builds off of 
existing personal identity and wardrobe composition. 
And supplements these with mid-term garment leasing 
that provides a sense of renewal. Considering the ex-
isting context of over consumption I set out to draw  in-
sights from personal experiences through ethnographic 
research methods that revealed individual behaviours, 
needs, and expectations. Through a process of analysis 
and synthesis, I identified a hybrid approach to sharing 
garments that allows for an integration of ownership, 
and shared-use to foster a transition away from highly 
consumptive practices. 
The Velary is a library for your clothes. It is a garment 
sharing service that introduces a two-tiered wardrobe 
that consists of a core wardrobe (garments a user 
already owns, loves, or would invest in independently), 
and a renewal wardrobe (garments provided through 
the service that update a users wardrobe for a specific 
time frame, between 1 and 6 months). The two-tiered 
model allows users to maintain a curated and inten-
tional core wardrobe that is personally significant, 
and the renewal wardrobe allows users to engage with 
change cycles without the wasteful outcomes of highly 
consumptive behaviours fostered by fast fashion. 
This model is flexible and considers new modes of use 
and ownership within existing contexts. Building upon 
circular economy practices around material waste, 
The Velary moves beyond the product itself to explore 
alternative modes of consumption. The Velary consid-
ers behaviour change from an altruistic and functional 
perspective, it engages users in experience models that 
remove barriers to sharing which are based on the fear 
of losing control. The two-tiered wardrobe approach 
can be generalized as a hybrid sharing model, where 
users engage in both owning and sharing. This can 
be applied to examine behaviour on a scale of impact 
where we analyze the implications of consumer be-
haviour considering the most problematic areas (which 
in this case has been identified as fast fashion).  The 
application of this model of behaviour mapping can 
lead to the creation of new systems that shift behaviour 
in key areas before introducing completely new ways of 
engaging in retail or consumption. 
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what are the challenges and 
opportunities within existing 
systems and how might they 
change in order to support 
innovation
what are fashion retailers 
doing to implement 
sustainability measures and 
how could they innovate
what are consumers  
doing now
what is the 
industry landscape
where are the issues 
with the system
and what could they be doing if 
given a new experience or way 
of engaging 
1. USERS 2. INDUSTRY 3. SYSTEM
Diagram on represents questions explored during re-
search inquiry, acknowledging that the problem space 
consist of multiple layers, inclusing users, industry 
landscape (practices), and systems in the industry and 
how they function. 
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1 . 2  P R O B L E M  S TAT E M E N T
How might offering users access to 
garments without the paradigm of 
ownership shift consumption in the 
clothing industry?
1 . 3  T H E S I S  S TAT E M E N T
Approaching the design of fashion 
retailers with a focus on shifting 
user behavior around consumption, 
can lead to the creation of  a retail 
service that would entice customers 
to do so. 
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Objective 1: Offer a retail experience 
that facilitates renewal and shifts 
consumer behavior simultaneously. 
Objective 2: Remove stigma from 
garment sharing process. 
Objective 3: Utilize existing brand 
strategy and narrative from fashion 
industry to promote the adoption of 
garment sharing
Objective 4: Develop a retail 
experience that minimizes user 
responsibility in alternative choices
Objective 5: Demonstrate an 
alternative that challenges existing 
fashion retailers, in order to inspire 
change within the fashion industry.
1 . 4  D E S I G N  O B J E C T I V E S
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1 . 5  K E Y  W O R D S  A N D  T E R M I N O L O G Y
Circular Economy | Circular 
Economy refers to a closed loop 
product cycle where waste streams 
are circulated back into new 
products. 
Consumption | Consumption is an 
economic concept and involves the 
purchase of goods and services by 
individuals.
Design Strategy | The application 
of design processes to big picture 
problems, leading to design driven 
decision making.
Fashion Retail | The system 
by which garments are sold and 
distributed.
Fashion | An industry that promotes 
self expression through garments, 
referred to in this thesis from a user’s 
perspective, not as a theory
Garment | An item of clothing
Information Architecture | The 
structure of information in a website 
or digital app
Minimalism/Essentialism | 
A philosophy or idea that promotes 
living with less in order to increase 
meaning in one’s life
Narrative | The structure of a story, 
or the way in which a story is told
Persona | A representation of a 
potential user based on primary 
research and synthesis
Renewal | A process of changing or 
updating 
Research by Design | research that 
is conducted through the process 
designing and creating
Service Design | The design of 
services and how people engage with 
front or back end touchpoints
Sharing Economy | The sharing 
of goods and services that would 
otherwise be idle, enabling 
increased 
Strategic Foresight | The use of 
design methods and processes such 
as scenario development to create 
a vision of the future, often applied 
to existing large scale businesses in 
order to innovate.
Sustainability | Sustainability 
refers to the sustainment of the 
natural environment, and its 
capacity to provide sustenance for 
living things including humans.
User Archetypes | A high level 
representation of a user base or 
target demographic 
User Experience Design | The 
design of a user’s experience 
and engagement with a product 
or service, often in a digital 
environment. 
User Interface Design | The visual 
design of an interface with which a 
user interacts
Two Tiered Wardrobe | A 
wardrobe consisting of two entities, 
one that is owned, and one that is 
shared.
Wardrobe | A collection of 
garments
    1 1
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2.0 Context
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There was a lack of initiatives 
addressing shopping behavior 
and offering alternatives to 
shift consumption. 
Consumption is an economic concept and involves the 
purchase of goods and services by individuals. It is also 
representative of a frame of mind and lifestyle. Existing 
consumption patterns are based in the development 
of modernity as explained by Penny Sparke. She states 
that “The growth of consumption was understood as a 
key feature of the emerging modern world” (Sparke 14, 
2013). Consumerism is a significant driver in western 
society and has been connected with class and value 
for many years. It is so pervasive that it in fact has quite 
significant impacts on our lifestyle, and our behaviour, 
affecting each individual personally as well as collec-
tive communities. To further discuss the importance 
of our behaviours we can examine the impact that they 
have on our personal psyche, and collective conscious-
ness. It has been said that “Throwing away furniture, 
transportation vehicles, clothing, and appliances may 
soon lead us to feel that marriages (and other personal 
relationships) are throwaway items as well” (Papanek, 
1984, p. 87). Papanek highlights concerning aspects 
of consumerism, and how our behaviour as shaped by 
consumption can lead (or has led) to the decay of col-
lectivism. Our relationship to this system however has 
a unique opportunity to shift at this time, as more dis-
persed models of consumption are gaining mainstream 
exposure, and as movements such as essentialism and 
minimalism are raising questions about our reliance on  
With the rise of web-based technologies we are seeing a 
transition in venue for consumer activities towards on-
line shopping. Online retail so far has largely replicated 
traditional retail models from brick and mortar stores. 
However as the industry is going through this key tran-
sition, this is an ideal time for innovation. Examining 
how retail functions through online platforms can lead 
2 .1  C O N T E X T
to new user experiences, alternative retail models, and 
ultimately systems that are designed for contemporary 
lifestyle, rather than those of post-war suburbia. 
My secondary research began by looking at circular 
economy practices and then more broadly at sustain-
ability practices in the fashion industry. Circular Econo-
my Practices are based on the Cradle to Cradle frame-
work as described by William McDonough and Michael 
Braungart. The circular economy is a system in which 
materials are continuously cycled through either tech-
nical material processes like the recycling of polymers 
or biological nutrient cycles where organic materials 
used in products decompose at the end of the lifecycle. 
The concept of the circular economy has been adopted 
by companies like H&M (who work with the Cradle to 
Cradle company) as a way to develop more self-sustain-
ing product life cycles, as resource constraints continue 
to tighten. While Circular Economy practices provide 
key tools to address materials used in products, and 
mitigate waste streams, they tend to accommodate 
business as usual, by focusing on the material aspect of 
a product system. The Circular Economy, as it is widely 
understood, does not call in to question the system 
within which a product exists. Therefore it remains 
removed from exploring new possibilities consumer 
behaviours and retail systems (Nguyen, H., Stuchtey, 
M., & Zils, M. 2014 ). 
In contrast The Sharing Economy, which has been ex-
panded in the last five years due to increasing access to 
the internet, is focused on Collaborative Consumption, 
a method by which communities can make use of idle 
resources. Notable examples include Uber, AirBnB, and 
Rent The Runway.  
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thesis
slow stuff 
movement
service 
economy
circular 
economy 
repair/ 
life-cycle 
sustainability
business 
innovation
minimalism
sharing 
economy
One potentially more 
resource-efficient way to 
lessen the impact of this 
drive to consume is to shift 
to a service economy, where 
materials and goods are used 
not owned.
(Fletcher 156, 2014) 
“ Technology has made this possible. No longer must we 
hoard. Rather, with fewer 
physical possessions but 
greater access to the things 
that matter most, we can 
worry less about consuming, 
more about creating and 
experiencing.
(Fields & Nicodemus) 
“Since corporations run the government, if you want 
to change the government, 
you have to change the 
corporations. If you want 
to change the corporations, 
change the consumers. 
(Yvon Chouinard, CEO of Patagonia)
“
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In an article for The New York Times Tina Rosenberg 
explains that “Thousands of new businesses now sell 
access rather than ownership…collaborative consump-
tion is a way to live light, waste less, to protect the 
environment, to create and associate with a community 
of like-minded people” (Rosenberg, 2013). A key ele-
ment of the sharing economy is that there are two main 
models of distribution, which allow for more divergent 
explorations of “retail models” The first being through 
a dispersed model where users are connected to each 
other and can exchange goods and services between 
themselves, with or without monetary reciprocity. This 
is exemplified in online platforms like Craigslist and 
Yerdle. The second is a universal model where a compa-
ny or organization offers a service that provides access 
to users. This is how companies like Car2Go function. 
The latter is designed to require less effort on the part 
of the user and may be most relevant to explore from 
an industry perspective, as well as when attempting to 
change users behaviour. While the sharing economy 
addresses modes of access or consumption, it does not 
explicitly seek to shift consumer behaviour. Instead 
the sharing economy is at risk of adding methods of 
consumption rather than diverting consumer behaviour 
to more sustainable methods. 
Highlighting the role that personal experience and 
expression plays in garment selection can also lead to 
more personal and therefore meaningful engagement 
with a retail system. As Kate Fletcher explains, “The 
complex and extremely personal nature of needs and 
satisfiers suggests that if a needs-based approach to 
promoting sustainability is pursued, then a sector has 
to be created that respects—and actually find business 
opportunity in meeting  our diverse, individual needs 
(Fletcher, 2014, p.149)”.  This has led to the understand-
ing that fostering renewal, opportunities for change, and 
personal identity is an essential component of fashion 
retail models.
When considering the intersection of Circular Economy 
Practices, Sharing Economy models, and user experi-
ence this problem space can be identified as the design 
of how we sell and buy things. Specifically focused on 
redesigning fashion retail in a way that elevates pur-
chasing to a considered, positive, and inspirational act, 
while alleviating the habit of ownership and the negative 
aspects of a linear and ever increasing supply chain. To 
do this the concept draws on aspects from the use of 
garments, behaviour around purchasing, wearing, and 
disposing, and the emotional triggers associated with 
consumerism. This triangulation of contexts leads to de-
sign for change. Design as means for change calls upon 
redirective practice. Design theorist Tony Fry explains 
that “redirection is a profoundly political proposition. 
Ultimately, it implies a restructuring of habitus by 
design” (2008, p. 47). This illustrates the design explora-
tion and intention to shift behaviour within the concept. 
It also leads to a more broad understanding of design for 
sustainability, which could inspire more design practi-
tioners and researchers to address sustainability in fash-
ion retail through Redirective Practice which “...is akin 
to a new kind of (design) leadership, underpinned by a 
combination of creating new (and gathering old) knowl-
edge directed at advancing means of sustain-ability 
while also politically contesting the unsustainable status 
quo” (Fry, 2008, p. 57). The design leadership that Fry 
refers to demonstrates the opportunity, and necessity for 
design to move industries forward that are struggling to 
tackle issues of sustainability.
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sustainability 
and clothing redirective practice
design entrepreneurship
shopping and 
consumerism
the sharing economy
minimalism / essentialism
narrative and branding
design and 
innovation
service design
research themes specific tools/methods
user experience design
strategic foresight
the circular economy
industry practices
behaviour and trends
Diagram of research themes and topics of inquiry that 
connect to each of the research themes. Designed by 
Maia Rowan in 2015.
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The positioning of my research has evolved throughout 
the project. It has become apparent that aligning the 
concept within one of the above frameworks, or theories 
leaves several gaps. In order to address this, the thesis 
research has incorporated context and theory from a 
variety of sustainable strategies.  As outlined above this 
integration of theories and approaches enables me to 
propose a concept that is routed in behaviour change 
through service design, and viable User Experience De-
sign but also incorporates vital sustainability and circular 
economy practices in the garment criteria, cleaning, and 
repairs required to achieve a desirable design.
My thesis design is part sharing economy, part extend-
ed producer responsibility, part circular economy, and 
largely focused on the user experience of shopping and 
consuming. The concept is titled The Velary, a library for 
your clothes. It positions itself between the familiar and 
the disruptive. Drawing from the more polished and fa-
miliar user experience we see in a boutique setting, along 
with behaviour change models that are more common in 
startup culture.
I have come to understand this problem space as the de-
sign of how we sell things. Specifically this thesis focuses 
on redesigning fashion retail in a way that elevates pur-
chasing to a considered, positive, and inspirational act, 
while alleviating the habit of ownership and the negative 
aspects of a linear and ever increasing supply chain. To 
do this I look at the use of garments, behaviour around 
purchasing, wearing, and disposing, and the emotional 
triggers associated with consumerism. 
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Fashion retail, as all businesses, needs to 
make sales to be a viable industry 
People need to wear clothing for physical 
and emotional comfort1
The cycles of consumption in fashion are 
somewhat connected to seasonality but 
also have deep influence from arbitrary 
newness2 
The emotional high that users get from 
a purchase or a new item does not last as 
long as the garment itself 3
Sharing and owning are not
opposites and can be simultaneous and 
complimentary behaviours4 
1 Fashion That Helps us Flourish, Kate Fletcher and Lynda Grose p4
2 ZARA: Fast fashion, Ghemawat, Pankaj, Nueno, and Dailey.
3 Ethnographic Probe results, Maia Rowan 2015
4 Research through design explorations, Maia Rowan 2015
2 . 2  W H AT  W E  H AV E  L E A R N E D
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3.0 Methodology
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M E T H O D O L O G Y
 The methods used in this study 
fall under the disciplines of 
service design, design strategy, 
and user experience design. 
The methodologies in this study are grouped into 
three sections. Secondary research as articulated in 
the context section, and user centred research meth-
ods, and research through design. The combination 
of these methodologies form the basis of my research 
paradigm, acknowledging that “knowledge stems from 
human experience” (Collins, 38).
To compliment the context that was uncovered 
through secondary research user centred research in 
the form of interviews, surveys, and a probe was con-
ducted. The purpose of the user research was to gain 
insight into behaviour around shopping, and identify 
key needs that users would require to be met in order 
to adopt new shopping behaviours. Discovery during 
this phase in the project illuminated the need for a 
service to provide a similar rate of renewal that users 
are experiencing when shopping regularly, while also 
slowing their rate and impact of consumption, which 
we achieve through extended garment life-cycles. 
This thesis was executed using research by design. 
Research by Design, or more specifically research 
through practice, methodology as outlined by Birger 
Sevaldson In his paper  Discussions & Movements in 
Design Research. Sevaldson states that “Research 
by Design, [is a process] where the design researcher 
is also a practitioner and whose investigations are 
conducted within a ‘first person perspective’ combined 
with a reflexive mode of inquiry that helps make design 
knowledge explicit. In this mode of research, there 
is great potential for both reflection and knowledge 
production, but also for the further development of 
practice” (Sevaldson, 2010). I used design process to 
work through the problem space, and gained insight 
into the proposed outcome by designing various 
aspects of the project.The design explorations falls 
within the double diamond design process articulated 
by the Design Council in 2005,  which demonstrates 
a design process that includes four phases (discover, 
define, develop, and deliver). However it is important 
to note that within the double diamond there 
were various divergent tangents that re-circulated 
throughout. The methods used in this study fall under 
the disciplines of service design, design strategy, and 
user experience design. This triangulation of design 
disciplines and approaches allowed for a process that 
involved both macro and micro design explorations. 
Diagramatic representation on following pag eof 
research process. This offers a somewhat simplified 
version, to best demonstrate the research trajectory. 
Note that within each design method I employed I went 
through the double diamond process, which makes 
this diagram more complicated and less linear than it 
appears., as described above.
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secondary research
(fashion, sustainability, 
circular economy)
research question
refined secondary research
(impact, behavior change, 
consumption)
user centered research*
thesis statement
design criteria
service design*
identity & brand*
interaction design*visual design*
system design & 
business analysis*
user testing*
reflection
design strategy*
user experience*
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SERVICE DESIGN
Service Design is the activity of planning and organizing 
people, infrastructure, communication and material 
components of a service in order to improve its quality 
and the interaction between service provider and cus-
tomers. As a discipline it straddles design and business 
combining both processes and using them to innovate. 
“When we measure service performance in the right 
way, we can prove that service design results in more 
effective employment of resources—human, capital, 
and natural” (Polaine, 19, 2013). When approaching 
the consumption rates in the clothing industry it was 
necessary to employ a different model of design than 
the product centred fashion design that we currently 
practice. “The digital landscape of the information age 
has created radical enablers for new types of service de-
livery” (Polaine, 24, 2013). Addressing clothing through 
service design allows for an examination at the system 
around the clothing as well as the garments them-
selves. Designing clothing as a service permits us to 
provide clothing in the form of access rather than own-
ership, and addresses the need to be clothed, but does 
not have to engage in existing consumption models.
DESIGN STRATEGY 
The former Helsinki Design Lab articulates design 
strategy by stating that “Strategic design applies some 
of the principles of traditional design to “big picture” 
systemic challenges like health care, education, and 
climate change. It redefines how problems are ap-
proached, identifies opportunities for action, and helps 
deliver more complete and resilient solutions. Strategic 
design is about crafting decision-making” (Helsinki 
Design Lab).
The idea of  crafting decision making through design 
strategy is a key embodiment of the thesis explorations. 
Design strategy aided in the analysis and synthesis of 
user centred research, and led to the development of 
possible directions. Through Design Strategy methods 
such as environmental scanning, analysis, forecasting, 
and visioning were employed. Such methods are also 
frequently associated with Strategic Foresight which is 
most often considered as a method to plan the future of 
an organization. In this thesis research however these 
methods were used at a high level in the design process 
and were a means to an end that led to the development 
of the design concept. The design concept is rooted in 
what would be possible given contemporary systems, 
and calls upon existing user behaviour to project how 
individuals might shift their consumption habits. 
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USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN 
User experience design focuses on creating  usable, 
accessible, and enjoyable experiences for users inter-
acting with a product or service. User Experience  “is 
the experience a product creates for the people who use 
it” (Garrett, 2010). It moves past what a product or ser-
vice does, to design how it works., and how people feel 
when using it. User Experience Design was employed 
at both macro and micro levels in this project. The 
development of a user experience map synthesized user 
research insights into a description of the experience 
of using The Velary, composed of five key steps which 
include reserve, renew, wear, return, and repeat. Then 
building from the UX map, key web based touchpoints 
were designed through UX methods, extending into 
Interaction Design and User Interface Design. This 
employment of UX process from macro to micro levels 
led to the implementation of cohesive design strategy 
throughout the various levels of the design.
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4.0 User Centred Research
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User Centred Research led to an 
understanding of the barriers people face 
when transitioning to sharing garments, 
and highlighted insights that informed 
the design concept. I conducted an 
environmental scan, and a set of case 
studies, in collaboration with Dr. Lisa 
Papania at Simon Fraser Univeristy 
(SFU) Beedie School of Business. During 
a residency at the Brooklyn Fashion + 
Design Accelerator, a survey and probe 
were disseminated and analysed. Semi-
structured interviews were conducted 
throughout the research to glean insight 
from industry experts, and observations 
were gathered throughout in both online 
and off-line environments.
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The Environmental scan consisted of attending various 
sustainability and fashion events and conferences to 
gain insight into what dialogues were taking place with-
in the problem space, as well as a case study conducted 
with Dr. Lisa Papania, circular economy researcher and 
faculty at SFU’s Beedie School of Business. Through the 
events I was able to gain access to thought leadership 
from industry sustainability experts including organiza-
tions like Lululemon, Mountain Equipment Co-op, and 
Cradle to Cradle, as well as municipal leaders tackling 
issues of waste caused by fashion and textiles.
The Circular Economy case study I conducted exam-
ined 11 local organizations engaged in the fashion and 
textile industry, and explored which circular economy 
practices they were adopting. The case study consid-
ered how organizations in the Lower Mainland were 
implementing circular economy practices as outlined in 
the publication of McKinsey Quarterly’s “Remaking the 
4 .1  E N V I R O N M E N TA L  S C A N
industrial economy” (Nguyen, Stuchtey & Zils, 2014). 
Organizations who participated in the study were 
motivated by sustainability considerations as well as 
financial viability. They largely focused on the material 
aspects of the circular economy, but also frequently 
acknowledged the limitations within which they were 
operating, and identified that a focus only on material 
waste did not change consumer behaviour.
Image above taken from case study report. Full scale 
version can be found in the appendix. 
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A survey was conducted to gain insight into how people 
view their shopping habits and experiences. The aim 
of the survey was to see how individuals self-reported, 
and to view commonalities emerge in terms of how 
people experience shopping for, and owning clothing. 
There were 70 respondents across an age range of 20 
- 75. The survey illuminated certain assumptions that I 
had previously imposed. People reported spending far 
less than I expected. They also reported sorting their 
closets far less frequently than expected. But over 70% 
of respondents stated that they donate their garments 
when they get rid of them, which was a unique response 
previously not anticipated. This helped to inform the 
project in terms of maximizing this behaviour that is 
ingrained (to donate). The idea of returning, re-purpos-
ing, or sharing for continued use is not far from dona-
tion, which may make the on-boarding process more 
tangible and accessible for users. 
“When i have nothing to wear 
i wash my clothes” - Survey 
response on behaviour
4 . 2  S U R V E Y  A N A LY S I S
It was notable to observe that individuals were more 
likely to respond with an answer that would be viewed 
as more socially acceptable. For example most respon-
dents identified that they most often go shopping in 
order to replace a worn out garment. While this may in 
fact be true, it also appears to be conveniently aligned 
with expectations set out by an anti-consumer mindset 
(which my project could likely be represented/inter-
preted as by those who took the survey). In cases like 
this I felt as if individuals were providing an answer 
they thought might be best suited for the study. Where-
as in comparison the participants in my ethnographic 
probe offered more intimate and anecdotal information 
that I am more confident is not as influenced by the 
participants expectation of the kind of material a thesis 
like this may be looking for. 
Diagram on following pages synthesizes key findings 
from survey, including the need for renewal that is met 
through fashion and identity buidling, the opportunity 
to maximize existing behaviours like donation in the 
user experience design, and the impact of new situa-
tions on an individual’s sense of identity. 
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need to foster sense of 
identity, and ability to adapt 
and evolve with the user 
guilt is more readily found in 
the disposal phase, than the 
purchasing phase, providing 
relief in that area may be most 
effective
opportunity for 
renewal
70% of people 
donate or consign
 unfamiliar situations 
trigger shopping
1
2
3
on-going transformation 
needs to be facilitated, 
not shut down 
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I conducted an ethnographic probe that gathered infor-
mation on participants emotional and behavioural 
relationship to clothing. The probe was sent to 12 indi-
viduals,  and 6 were completed. While the participants 
were all between the ages of 23 and 35 they were spread 
out between Canada and Europe. The insights gathered 
fit into three main categories. Participants provided 
information on their emotional and behavioural activ-
ities and experiences with garments, as well as triggers 
that lead to certain decision making or behaviour 
related either to purchasing, using, or disposing of 
clothing. 
These triggers were the most engaging part of the 
research as they informed which aspects were needed 
to shift the user experience of engaging with fashion. 
Triggers included examples like having an open ward-
robe influences the colours of the garments that a user 
buys, or that digging through an overstuffed dresser 
prevents a user from wearing the majority of their 
clothing. There was also significant reference to how 
external factors influence the clothing we buy and wear, 
including being in a new city, wanting what your friend 
has, and trying to acclimatize to a new experience (job, 
special event, etc). 
Triggers were the most 
engaging part of the research 
as they informed me about 
different aspects needed to 
shift the user experience of 
engaging with fashion. 
A probe to gain understanding of your daily 
experience owning, using, and buying clothes.
welcome
1 . impulses
2. recent purchases
3. storage
4. favourites
5. outfits
6. passing it on
excercises
4 . 3  P R O B E  A N A LY S I S
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4 5
Images above include samples of probe responses. 
1) an outfit for casual and work settings, influenced by 
the city Erich was living in
2) A temporary closet in a new home, highlighting the 
importance of place and organization
3) A drawing of items recently donated, exemplifying 
the loss of meaning once a garment is donated
4) A drawing of garments being donated, covering a 
range of types of garments
5) Garments organized in piles, that will be used for 
two weeks, and then be rotated, revealing a personal 
renewal cycle
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Observations were conducted in off-line and on-line 
environments, and focused on user behaviour in retail 
environments. These included brick and mortar stores, 
online shopping experiences, consignment stores, and 
user-to-user garment sharing or selling through social 
media platforms. 
I conducted user observations in public spaces and 
retail stores during my residency at the Brooklyn 
Fashion + Design Accelerator. One of the key things 
that I observed in New York was an incredible abun-
dance. There are an overwhelming amount of stores, 
designers, creatives, and people to engage with each 
of those. Being immersed in that culture challenged 
my thoughts about smaller scale design, production, 
and use, and reminded me of the challenges my thesis 
research faces. The fast paced and rich culture makes it 
difficult to envision doing things differently. But it also 
highlighted the importance of not requiring people to 
stop consuming, but to facilitate a new experience that 
can shift their behaviour. And to foster an awareness 
of their own habits that may further inspire them to 
engage with alternative models of fashion, garments, 
and design. 
Further observations were gathered on existing con-
sumer practices and shopping models, including the 
sharing economy. The sharing economy has taken 
root in mainstream contexts in the past five years with 
companies like AirBnB, Car2Go, TaskRabbit, and Uber 
transforming accessibility in various industries from 
It also inspired me to...
facilitate a new experience 
that can shift their behaviour.
accommodations to transit. The concept has made a 
few accolades into the fashion industry namely with 
Rent The Runway, and several user to user sites like 
Grailed. However apart from Rent The Runway, there 
are few precedents in the form of garment sharing as 
a retailer model. These examples of sharing platforms 
demonstrate that people are already sharing garments. 
They just don’t have access to a retailer specifically 
who’s managing the experience for them. Users are 
forming groups through social media to try to connect 
with others who may use their garments which in-
volves a peer-to-peer sharing model that incorporates 
financial exchange. Individuals are also selling used 
garments through consignment boutiques (both online 
and offline). 
The engagement with sharing platforms demonstrates 
a need for users to engage with garments in multiple 
ways which move beyond a standard point of sale trans-
action. Users often find themselves buying new gar-
ments only to decide that in the long run the garment 
is not a great fit for them, and in existing retail models 
they are stuck with the item. It then becomes the user’s 
responsibility to try to resell it or dispose of it, through 
platforms outlined above such as craigslist. All of those 
steps start to take away from the experience of shop-
ping, and turn the process into more of a burden than 
an inspirational act that we’ve been taught, through 
marketing and post-WWII consumerism,  to believe 
shopping provides.
4 . 4  O B S E R VAT I O N S
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The image to the right is a screenshot from a facebook 
group called Community Closet. It is a place where 
users are exchanging and selling their garments to 
each other, much like Craigslist, but with notifications 
when new items are added, and you can view who the 
seller is. A significant portion (through observation I’ve 
estimated more than half ), of garments being sold are 
worn under five times, or tagged with BNWT (Brand 
New With Tags). This highlights key behaviours that I 
am attempting to address.
This context has led to the development of the two-
tiered wardrobe aspect of The Velary. Acknowledging 
and facilitating both ownership and sharing in one’s 
wardrobe. In this way The Velary aligns existing user 
behaviours, as observed during the research phase, 
with a future experience that meets these user needs, 
and allows for a shift in consumer behaviour, along with 
increased retailer responsibility and participation in 
garment sharing.
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I have conducted several informal interviews with 
industry experts. Interviewees have included rep-
resentatives from Worn Stories, Lululemon, Alison 
Wonderland, Lululemon Lab, Fanmail, and Purible.
Each of the interviews provided insight into differ-
ent aspects of the fashion industry (from writing, to 
sustainability departments, to designers, and finally to 
sales and marketing). They also revealed a variety of 
motivations behind the way things are being done at an 
given organization. 
One of the most valuable aspects of the interviews was 
the opportunity to critique each other’s process or inter-
ventions. I was able to see my project through different 
eyes by engaging these experts. 
A significant insight that was gained from an informal 
interview with a designer from Lululemon Lab was 
identifying that this thesis is focused on re-designing 
the user—experience of shopping. This observation 
from the interviewee has greatly influenced my under-
standing of  the project and led to the adoption of user 
experience design, and user experience mapping as a 
way to envision and explore the service through a user’s 
perspective.
A significant insight...was 
identifying that I am in fact
re-designing the user—
experience of shopping. 
4 . 5  I N T E R V I E W S
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Above is a sketch created to represent responses from 
the survey and from interviewee’s on the ever present 
issue of consumption. That as consumers of fashion, 
sometimes we just feel like we need something, and 
that this process of updating is very challenging to shift.
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4 . 6  B A R R I E R S
The barriers identified  refer to financial, psychological, 
and societal factors that might deter a user from adopt-
ing the service. 
Psychological barriers have been identified through 
research analysis, user experience mapping, and sce-
nario development during both primary research and 
research through design phases. For example a custom-
er  may not understand or see the economic value in 
the service. Partly this falls under psychological barriers 
but it also arrises from the concept of the commodity 
and the development of consumerism as a lifestyle. 
Consumption is an economic concept and involves the 
purchase of goods and services by individuals. It is also 
representative of a mind frame and lifestyle. Existing 
consumption patterns are based in the development 
of modernity as explained by Penny Sparke. She states 
that “The growth of consumption was understood as a 
key feature of the emerging modern world” (Sparke 14, 
2013). Consumerism is a significant driver in western 
society and has been connected with class and value 
for many years. This means that users may feel an 
attachment to garments and to owning them. They may 
associate ownership with aspects of personal freedom 
and choice, along with an opportunity to express their 
own originality. They may think  that a used garment 
will not be clean or well cared for.  They may not feel 
the same emotional connection to something that 
is not “NEW”, as it lacks the cultural constructs of 
Barriers have been identified 
through user experience 
mapping, and scenario 
development during both 
primary research and research 
through design phases.
uniqueness and success. And they  may not want to 
give the garment back at the end of reservation. In fact 
all of these barriers are more than likely based in past 
experience, not only perception, as was outlined in the 
responses from the ethnographic probe.  However that 
does not mean that the validity of the service should be 
questioned, but rather that proper on-boarding, cus-
tomer relations, communication, and patience may be 
required to introduce a user to the concept, and for a 
user to determine if the service really fills their needs. 
Financial barriers are also important to keep in mind. 
Flexibility is an asset that this service embodies. My 
intent, as gleaned from the observations, is not to ask 
people to stop shopping altogether. The integration/cre-
ation of a two tiered wardrobe allows for both owning 
and sharing, which mitigates the fear of losing owner-
ship. It is beneficial for a user to keep garments they 
already own in the core wardrobe because this reduces 
new costs. The implementation of a renewal wardrobe 
allows users to get the benefit of accessing something 
new without “consuming”.  The model is not proposed 
to be in competition with designers of the same target 
demographic, but rather to elevate the quality of a “re-
newal” garment from a cheap fast fashion garment to 
a higher quality garment by disseminating the cost of a 
high-end garment across a set of users. 
On following page: Diagramatic storyboard of existing 
and proposed shopping experiences.
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You see a garment 
You want this garment 
You decide to make a purchase 
You buy garment 
You take the garment home 
You wear it for a week straight 
You integrate it into your wardrobe 
and wear it once a week for 3 months 
You buy something new 
The previous garment gets worn less 
and less and sits in your closet 
You pull it out a couple months later 
and wear it again 
You tire of the garment 
You try to consign it, it gets rejected 
You try to give the garment to a 
friend, it doesn’t fit them 
You keep the garment for another six 
months 
You finally take it to the thrift store 
where it sits for 6 months and then 
gets sent to africa 
Your garment ends up in an open air 
landfill and gets burned releasing tox-
ins in the air 
You repeat
E X I S T I N G  S H O P P I N G 
E X P E R I E N C E
You see a garment 
You want the garment 
You decide to make a purchase 
You buy access to the garment 
You take the garment home
You wear the garment for a week 
You integrate the garment with your 
core wardrobe and wear twice a week 
for the rest of the month
You return the garment and it gets 
revitalized and prepared for the next 
customer
You wear garments from your core 
wardrobe 
You see another garment you want 
You repeat
* The service takes care of repairs, 
and disposal according to circular 
economy practices
P R O P O S E D  S H O P P I N G 
E X P E R I E N C E
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4 . 7  I S S U E S  W I T H  R E S T R I C T I O N
“I still bought plenty of stuff 
over the past year and I’m 
looking forward to getting a 
chance to finally wear it all, 
but I also got rid of even more 
stuff. I threw out, gave away, 
and sold...a truck load worth of 
stuff that either wasn’t worth 
keeping or just wasn’t my style 
any more.” 
This example was taken from a blog project titled, 
1-year 1-oufit, documenting one man’s journey to wear 
one outfit for a year. The name itself is problematic as 
the definition of one outfit has to allow for changing 
seasons and other requirements, in this case total-
ling fourteen garments. However the premise can be 
easily understood. What is most interesting about this 
experiment, and many others that can be easily found, 
is that the process of intense restriction does not last for 
the individuals who take it on. Here the writer, Matt, 
identifies a renewal process, of sorting and curating 
his wardrobe, and the desire to wear new items. These 
new items are garments that he bought, in the midst 
of his year wearing only one outfit, which seems rather 
paradoxical. Anecdotes like this have led me to consid-
er that we need other options that foster renewal and 
identity creation, and do not use punishment as our 
only alternative to consuming. 
Quote taken from 1 Year 1 Outfit: 
http://www.thisstylishlife.com/1-year-1-outfit-365-
days-all-done
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My design method and process was 
simultaneously forward moving, and 
laterally connected. I was acting as 
project manager, design strategist, and 
UX designer throughout, which required 
me to engage in a linear process in order 
to accomplish various tasks and stages, 
while also allowing for a more divergent 
and iterative process within each design 
phase.
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clothing retail service
brand system ixd
uxgarments
narrative &
aesthetics 
front & 
backend
 
web/phone 
applications
how it scales
user scenarios
personas
functionality
criteria & 
examples of what 
it looks like
what does this 
look like if 
implemented
Diagram representing my design goals in early stages of 
the project. 
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USER ARCHETYPES
User archetypes are a method which I employed to 
create a high level user profile. These were developed 
in response to primary research including a survey and 
ethnographic probe. The four archetypes range from 
a primary user, to a late adopter. Users who are most 
likely to become early adopters include the “Trendy 
Trader” or “Habit Maker” who are likely already ex-
ploring different ways of consuming garments, and may 
have an interest in more ecologically sound practices, 
or humanitarian concerns. Whereas “The Cautious 
Consumer” is only likely to try sharing garments when 
they see a proven case for doing so, and “The Reflective 
Shopper” is still learning about their behaviour, and the 
impact they have.
They are in search of a simpler 
life, that doesn’t hinder 
variety and abundance.
5 .1  U S E R  A R C H E T Y P E S
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the cautious 
consumer
Values cleanliness and 
familiarity, holds onto 
garments.
the trendy 
trader
Wants quality, is 
aspirational and follows 
trends, loves sharing.
the reflective 
shopper
Recently discovered an 
alternative, has been an 
obsessive shopper.
the habit 
maker
Easily influenced, rotates 
garments, particular 
about organization.
ILLUSTRATING USER MOTIVATIONS
Drawing from these archetypes we capture a set of 
users comprised of a younger generation aiming to 
design their lives differently. It embodies these users 
values around lower impact lifestyles, considered 
objects, and higher quality. However it does not negate 
the importance of convenience, and the power of 
technology. These individuals are rich in education, 
either traditional or self-taught. They are living within 
their means and seeking value in experience. They are 
starting careers, traveling, shifting directions, settling 
down, starting families, always changing. They are in 
search of a simpler life, that doesn’t hinder variety and 
abundance. These broad analyses of a user group were 
gleaned from probe participants who were all university 
educated, and four of which were living international-
ly, and engaged or interested in participating in more 
conscious lifestyles. 1 
1 Stene, A. K. (2014). Why do Norwegian Consumers 
Participate in Collaborative Consumption? 
*Above images | representation of users | 
Figures have been removed due to copyright 
restrictions. Images show young adults within 
the targeted demographic. 
Image removed 
due to copyright 
restrictions*
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The design of the service was seminal in determining 
the strategy and big picture of my design concept. 
Service design methods including service blueprints, 
scenarios, mapping, and video sketching were em-
ployed to develop a clear picture of the functionality of 
the service. 
More interestingly, the service design process 
integrated a deep dialogic practice with faculty and 
external professionals during the summer and fall se-
mesters. While this project has been rather self directed 
and independent, arriving at a clear articulation of the 
design was most effectively achieved through conversa-
tions. I was able to gather individual reactions to what I 
was proposing and reformulate aspects as needed. This 
led to a far more resolved and digestible concept. I have 
been able to observe the value in this dialogic process 
during final critiques by collecting and analyzing the 
feedback to the concept. The feedback I received from 
critiques, presentations, and user testing, as further 
outlined in this document, largely focused on an ex-
pansion of the work, rather than shifting anything that 
has been developed to date. This response intrigued me 
as it highlights the effectiveness of the service design, 
and communication. Those experiencing the work with 
a fresh perspective were inclined to suggest ways to 
deepen or expand an aspect of the project rather than 
comment of gaps or missing information.  
5 . 2  S E R V I C E  D E S I G N 
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Above image is a still from a video protoype used to 
explore how the two tiered wardrobe would function for 
a user. Garments reserved from The Velary are added 
to a user’s core wardrobe, and then a user makes outfits 
using garments from both renewal and core wardrobes. 
This method helped to outline the user process and led 
to the development of understanding of front end and 
back end touchpoints needed that were further ex-
plored through a service blueprint, show on the follow-
ing page. 
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PHYSICAL 
EVIDENCE
USER ACTION
FRONTSTAGE
BACKSTAGE
LINE OF 
INTERACTION
LINE OF 
VISIBILTY
INTERNAL 
INTERACTION
S E R V I C E  B L U E P R I N T
Becomes intrigued, 
browses collection/
lookbook
Creates account, 
signs up for 30 
day trial, signs 
out garment
Selects garment, 
views pairings, 
reserves garment, 
selects pickup or 
shipping
Picks up/receives 
garment
Wears garments 
and washes
Returns to 
store (or mails), 
on time
Introduces 
concept 
Provides 30 day 
trial
Gathers user 
information
Coordinates/
sends garments 
to store location
Provide care 
information
Remind user of 
return date
Design criteria 
for garments
Coordinate 
manufacturing
Garments enter 
service stream
Manages where 
garmnets are sent
Emerging 
designers  
design garments 
Designer provides 
sample
Manufacturers 
make small runs 
of garments
Mail services deliver 
garments between 
stores and to 
customers
Website, lookbook Registration 
confirmation
Garment package Return label and 
envelope
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Returns to store 
(or mails), on 
time
Reserves next 
garment
Falls in love 
with garment
Purchases for 
long term lease
Wears/washes 
for ___years
Returns to 
The Velary 
for recycling
Gives 5% store 
credit for ontime 
returns
Repairs item if 
needed
Sends to eco dry 
cleaners
Prepares for 
new users
Stores until new 
user needs it
Asses garments wear & 
tear, send garments for 
repair when needeed
Source eco-dry cleaners 
sends garments to eco dry 
cleaners after use
Assesses garments for cut-
off of usability, gather worn 
out garments and send to 
recycling
Sources material 
from recyclers for 
new garments
Dry cleaners clean 
garments, sends 
back
Recyclers recycle fabric 
into thread and weave
Garment Discount on next 
reservation
Confirmation 
message of 
garment return
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Design strategy was used in conjunction with service 
design methods to explore and determine elements of 
viability and implementation. While fully implement-
ing the service was not a priority within the scope of this 
thesis, being able to represent the service as a competi-
tive retailer was necessary. It allowed for consideration 
of how retailers function now, and how a concept like 
the one I am proposing could lead to innovation within 
the retail space, that has the ability to align issues of 
economic viability and sustainability. Among other 
methods such as brainstorming, scenario development, 
narrative building, branding, and strategic foresight, I 
also employed the Value Proposition Canvas and The 
Business Model Canvas to illustrate different aspects of 
how the service delivers value.
KEY PARTNERS KEY ACTIVITIES
KEY RESOURCES
COST STRUCTURE
- Fashion brands who’s garments we carry 
- Textile recyclers like Evrnu
- Mail Delivery Service
- Dry Cleaners
- Sustainability & fashion writers/bloggers/
- Angel investors
- source and curate garments for 
users
- provide onboarding, access, inspi-
ration through website
- mail garments to users
- quality control, repairs
- send garments to recycling
- garment purchasing 
- shipping 
- select storefronts
- staff
- web maintenance
- repairs
- recycling 
- customer aqcuisition/ marketing
“VALUES DRIVEN”
- garments
- website 
- repair shop
- cleaning
- mail delivery 
While fully implementing 
the service was not a priority 
within the scope of this 
thesis, being able to represent 
the service as a competitive 
retailer was necessary.
5 . 3  D E S I G N  S T R AT E G Y
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KEY RESOURCES
- garment purchasing 
- shipping 
- select storefronts
- staff
- web maintenance
- repairs
- recycling 
- customer aqcuisition/ marketing
“VALUES DRIVEN”
VALUE 
PROPOSITION
Fashion and style are constantly evolving, both 
within the industry, and within a user’s ward-
robe. We are always growing as individuals 
and our style reflect this, leading to an ever-in-
creasing consumption cycle that is straining 
our planets resources. 
This concept focuses on the development of a 
garment sharing service that mirrors the rate 
of one’s evolving style. The aim is to reduce 
individual consumption by providing ongoing 
renewal for one’s wardrobe while simulta-
neously extending the garment lifecycle. 
Competitiveness demands that the service 
remain as enjoyable and easy to use as stan-
dard point of sale purchase, at an affordable 
price. The Velary’s purpose is to make retail 
suit contemporary lifestyles. We designed the 
user experience, and overall service, to address 
barriers to achieving the lifestyles of today and 
tomorrow such as waste, over consumption, 
and environmental or social impacts.
CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS
CHANNELS
CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
REVENUE STREAMS
- garment reservations
- building core wardrobes
> info on site
> workshops
>one on one
- reservations through site 
- reservations in store
- website 
- storefront (key areas)
- email reminders
- instagram, facebook, twitter
- packages (when shipped)
the cautious consumer
Values cleanliness and familiarity, 
holds onto garments.
the trendy trader
Wants quality, is aspirational and 
follows trends, loves sharing.
the reflective shopper
Recently discovered an alternative, 
has been an obsessive shopper.
the habit maker
Easily influenced, rotates garments, 
particular about organization.
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The value proposition canvas 
is a way to identify a more 
micro aspect of the business 
model canvas which focuses 
on creating value that meets 
the customers needs. This 
canvas draws from user 
experience mapping, and 
probe results. 
5 . 3  D E S I G N  S T R AT E G Y  C O N T I N U E D
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• spend consciously
• align their values 
with product pur-
chases
• find garments that 
suit their style
• appear avante 
gaurd/ on trend
• make a purchase 
online
• return a garment 
easily
CUSTOMER JOBS
CUSTOMER GAINS
CUSTOMER 
PAINS
GAIN CREATORS
PRODUCTS 
& SERVICES
PAIN RELIEVERS
GAIN CREATORS PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES
PAIN RELIEVERS CUSTOMER 
GAINS
CUSTOMER JOBSCUSTOMER 
PAINS
• buying new cloth-
ing doesnt fulfill  
their appetite for 
renewal for longer 
than a few months
• cognitive overload 
when trying to 
understand
•garments wear out 
and lose that “new” 
feeling
•minimalism is chal-
lenged by the 
need for renewal
• sustainable options 
don’t suit their style/
lifestyle
• approach buying 
clothing with more 
consideration and 
less impulse
• be able to easily 
make returns
• connect with a 
community interest-
ed in essentialism 
and conscious living
• have garments that 
are stylish
• get garments that 
are like new, well 
cared for, and meet 
high quality stan-
dards
• acquire garments to 
add to wardrobe
• reduce volume of 
clothing stored at 
home 
• no longer have to 
sort closet, move 
clothes, dispose of 
clothes intermit-
tently 
• provides renewal 
without spending 
lots or buying fast 
fashion garments
• removal of seasonal 
expectations, so a 
garment can be new 
to a user if not new to 
the store
• integration of shar-
ing economy and 
circular economy 
to meet customer 
needs, and meet ex-
pectations of retailer 
resposibility
• garments 
• repair 
• maintenance
• simplicity 
• freedom (eg you 
move to a new city 
and can access gar-
ments appropriate for 
the climate...
• high quality/high 
end for a fraction of 
the price if you were 
to buy 
• unique designs 
• education
• a more robust 
connection with their 
core wardrobe 
• ongoing sense of 
renewal 
• ability to invest 
more in core ward-
robe
• higher quality in the 
renewal garment 
• engage users or-
ganically in feedback 
and events 
slowly building a 
community
• provide trend 
setting garments that 
are well designed, 
unique, yet classic
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Identity and branding were key elements of this proj-
ect, to communicate the intention behind the service. 
More than communicating the project itself, identity 
design also served to connect the project to fashion 
industry and practice. My intention working on the 
identity was to create a brand that speaks to a new way 
of engaging with fashion, both as a retailer, and from 
the users perspective. I set out to create a name that 
had historical and logical roots to communicate the 
idea of sharing garments, yet also offer new vocabulary 
and language that would free the concept from the 
confines of stigma around sharing. During critiques 
most reviewers, including Masters of Design students 
and faculty, commented positively on the brand’s 
ability to represent sharing or garments through the 
anagrammed name.
vel•a•men / velāmen / noun
1. A Latin word for garment or clothing.
li•brar•y /lībrerē / noun
1. An organized collection of materials made 
accessible for use, enjoyment, or borrowing.
2. The most common form of  an organization 
that facilitates the sharing of objects.
T H E  V E L A R Y
a library for your clothes
5 . 4  I D E N T I T Y  A N D  B R A N D
The Velary branding viewed on this page includes the 
logo and explanation of the anogram. The image on the 
following page shows identity explorations. 
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User experience design was used in conjunction with 
service design methods to ensure the design meets 
user criteria derived from primary research conducted 
during the summer including the necessity for limit-
ed user responsibility, use of brand and experience 
design representative of boutique settings, and the 
ability to both own and share garments simultaneous-
ly. UX methods spanned both strategic and technical 
design outputs, delivering a user experience map used 
to design the service and individual touchpoints such 
as the website. User experience design acted as the 
cornerstone for design deliverables, and provided both 
high level strategy and grounding in user research. The 
nature of interdisciplinary design in this project has 
illuminated how service design, UX, IXD, and UI de-
sign intersect. As discussed in the methodology section 
service design formed the overarching strategy and 
intention of the design. While user experience focuses 
on the user flows, needs, expectations, and experiences 
both online and offline. Interaction design pertains to 
the functional design of digital products integrating 
both UX and UI criteria and methodologies. And finally 
user interface consolidates the strategy and research 
from the above disciplines into visual form. While each 
method was required to develop the concept, User 
Experience was the driving focus, and brought forward 
considerations of behavior and flow that facilitate func-
tionality. The functionality was essential to represent in 
order to communicate that people really can change the 
way that they purchase and use garments. 
service design
user experience
ixd
ui design
5 . 5  U S E R  E X P E R I E N C E  D E S I G N
Diagram demonstrates analysis of the intersection and 
level of design methods employed in relation to each 
other, and an understanding of how information flows 
through from service design all the way to user inter-
face design. User Experience map on following page.
User experience design acted 
as the cornerstone for design 
deliverables, and provided 
both high level strategy and 
grounding in user research.
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• Cleansed
• Amused 
• Revived
• Excited
• Concerned 
about excess
• Excited
• Committed
• Certain
• Happy
• Informed
• Experimental
• Exploratory
• Familiar
• Excited
• Cleansed
• Nostalgic
• Excited for the 
next garment
• “This is 
interesting” 
• “How would this 
fit in my life?” 
• “Is it harder than 
buying something?”
• “Wow I have a lot 
of clothes”
• It’s easy to view 
my wardrobe now
• “Do I need this”
• “This fits with my 
core wardrobe”
• “I can’t wait to 
use it”
• “That’s good 
to remember”
• “I have to 
return it on...”
• “This works 
well with my 
favourite pants”
• “I need to 
remember to 
return this”
• “Maybe I 
should get rid of 
more garments”
• Reading Articles
• Viewing the 
website
• Asking friends for 
recommendations
• Exploring other’s 
use of a garment 
(narrative, tips)
• Sorting garments 
to define core 
wardrobe
• Getting rid of 
“Junk” section
• completing 
orientation
• making selection
• pay online, pickup 
in person, or wait 
for mail
• or pay in person 
and take garment 
away
• upacking garment
• read care and 
return information 
• Wear garment
• Wash garment
• Document use 
on social media
• return garment 
to dropoff location
• may choose to 
move to longterm 
lease
EXISTING SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
PROPOSED SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
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Building off of user experience mapping, I moved 
into information architecture design, through user 
flows and wireframing. These methods allowed me to 
envision and prototype how a user would move through 
tasks in an online environment, and how that would 
connect with the broader user experience.  Starting 
with a task analysis I identified what user tasks would 
be throughout the UX, these included onboarding, 
acquiring a garment, using a garment, and returning a 
garment. Then I developed user flows for each stage, 
and low fidelity wireframes prior to designing the user 
interface.
5 . 6  U S E R  F L O W S  A N D  W I R E  F R A M E S
1) ONBOARDING 2) ACQUIRE 3) USE 4) RETURN
- Introduction to core 
wardrobe
-criteria for evaluating 
wardrobe (last time you 
wore it, frequency, types 
of occasions)
- view the video of how 
a core wardrobe works 
with service garments
- gains understanding of 
service process, require-
ments for use and wash-
ing, and returns. 
- View garments, see 
how they pair with a core 
wardrobe
- make selection 
- conduct transaction 
online, or visit a store. 
- pickup garment, or wait 
for delivery 
- engage with material/
trigger explaining use 
and return process
- wearing garments 
- washing garments
- monitoring frequency 
+ duration -> understand 
personal patterns of 
renewal
- garment tracking, 
building narrative and 
dedication to care and 
maintenance 
- return garment (dropoff 
in store, or mail in) 
- gain some momento of 
the garment so the user 
doesn’t feel loss at giving 
the garment back * check 
if this is desirable 
A ) TA S K  A N A LY S Y S
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ENTER DIRECT URL VIEW COLLECTION SELECT GARMENT
VIEW HOW IT PAIRS
BACK TO 
GARMENT PAGE
SELECT RESERVE 
GARMENT
MOVE TO LOGIN PAGE/
ACCOUNT PAGE
order 
B ) S A M P L E  U S E R  F L O W 
F O R  R E S E R VAT I O N S
C ) S A M P L E  W I R E F R A M E S 
F O R  R E S E R VAT I O N S
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The user interface design of the web component of 
this project has drawn heavily from Google’s Material 
Design principles. Evolving the visual design from 
brand to UI, the cleanliness and purpose behind mate-
rial design have been vital. The design elements have 
been developed for accessibility, and easy on-board-
ing. There is a high level of functionality outlined in 
the visual design of the website. While this has led to 
an effective web prototype and clear user flows, it has 
also illuminated the need for an integration of layered 
information and story at the information architecture 
level, which will be executed in the form of the blog 
content, and garment history. 
 Deliberate color choices, 
edge-to-edge imagery, 
large-scale typography, and 
intentional white space create 
a bold and graphic interface 
that immerse the user in the 
experience.An emphasis 
on user actions makes core 
functionality immediately 
apparent and provides way 
points for the user.1 
1 Google - Material Design Introduction
“
5 . 7  U S E R  I N T E R F A C E  D E S I G N
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Images above show low fidelity to high fidelity mockups 
of the user interface design.
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6.0 Design Outcome
    65
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6 .1  C O N C E P T
Fashion and style are constantly evolving, both within 
the industry, and within a user’s wardrobe. We are 
always growing as individuals and our style reflect this, 
leading to an ever-increasing consumption cycle that is 
straining our planets resources. The Velary focuses on 
the development of a garment sharing service that mir-
rors the rate of one’s evolving style. The aim is to reduce 
individual consumption by providing ongoing renewal 
for one’s wardrobe while simultaneously extending the 
garment life-cycle. Competitiveness demands that the 
service remains as enjoyable and easy to use as stan-
dard point of sale purchase, at an affordable price. The 
Velary’s purpose is to make retail suit contemporary 
lifestyles. The user experience, and overall service, is 
designed to address barriers to achieving the lifestyles 
of today and tomorrow such as waste, over consump-
tion, and environmental or social impacts.
This concept focuses on the 
development of a garment 
sharing service that mirrors 
the rate of one’s evolving style.
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The user experience consists of a five stage process: 
reserve, renew, wear, return, and repeat. This process is 
somewhat cyclical and allows for integration of renewal 
garments into the core wardrobe. These are also the 
five vital steps for a user to engage with in order for the 
service to function, and allow for prolonged interaction 
between the user and service leading to more continuos 
experience that reduces the peak and valleys of emo-
tion identified from existing point-of-sale purchases. 
The Velary will have branches in key metropolitan areas 
along with an online store. Users may checkout gar-
ments online or in store. The user selects the duration 
6 . 2  T H E  C U S T O M E R  E X P E R I E N C E
The user experience consists 
of a five stage process: reserve, 
renew, wear, return, and 
repeat. 
 RESERVE GARMENT
RENEW YOUR WARDROBE
WEAR + CARE FOR GARMENT
RETURN TO SERVICE 
(or move to longterm lease)
REPEAT
of their reservation (between one and six months). Us-
ers then pick up in store or have the garment delivered, 
and add the garment to their wardrobe for their select-
ed duration. The Velary will remind users of their return 
date. Returns can be made in store or by mail. If a user 
becomes attached to a garment they may move to a 
long term lease where they own the garment, but com-
mit to returning it to The Velary for recycling at the end 
of life stage. The Velary manages repairs and cleaning 
when needed. And all garments will be recycled back 
into material used in future garments for the service. 
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RESERVE GARMENT
RENEW YOUR WARDROBE
WEAR + CARE FOR GARMENT
RETURN TO SERVICE 
(or move to longterm lease)
REPEAT
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RENEW YOUR WARDROBE
the cautious 
consumer
the trendy 
trader
the reflective 
shopper
the habit 
maker
While the customer journey is often described in a 
linear  way for the sake of clarity, it in fact takes a more 
cyclical form. Drawing from Circular Economy prac-
tices the flow that a user goes through is repeatable, in 
whichever regularity the user needs. This allows for 
personalization of process, including time between 
reservations, and duration of reservations. In combina-
tion with the renewal wardrobe the options for person-
alization become vast. A user may change the amount 
of garments they own, and have access to, along with 
how these items pair together. Each user archetype for 
example may shift the regularity of the cycle based on 
their preferences. Where the Trendy Trader, who is 
more inclined to stay on top of trends may wish to re-
ceive a garment at regular intervals, the Cautious  Con-
sumer would take long pauses between garment res-
ervations. A customer may find that they relate to one 
of the user archetypes, or they may fall in between two 
preferences, they may also have different behaviours 
and routines in different contexts (eg. seasonally, or 
during life transitions).  While The Velary draws from 
Minimalism as a guiding principle, to consider what we 
own and consume, it compliments that perspective with 
continuous possibility for shifts in preferences and rou-
tines, accommodating personalization and an ongoing 
sense of renewal. 
6 . 3  A  P E R S O N A L I Z E D  E X P E R I E N C E
While the customer journey is 
often described in a linear  way 
for the sake of clarity, it in fact 
takes a more cyclical form.
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The Velary is designed to accommodate ongoing 
renewal in a users wardrobe without the effects of 
rampant consumption that we experience with fast 
fashion. To do this it is necessary develop an under-
standing of one’s wardrobe in three layers. This allows 
for the identification of which garments fall within a 
core wardrobe and which fall within a renewal ward-
robe, it also helps to identify areas of overconsumtpion 
in unused garments. The centre layer, or the nucleus of 
your wardrobe is called your core wardrobe. In the core 
wardrobe you have garments that you have invested in, 
these might be your favourite jeans, your wool winter 
coat, your black and white t-shirts, your favourite dress. 
These garments likely fit close to your body, will last 
a long time, and/or have emotional significance. The 
second layer is what we call the renewal layer. This 
traditionally includes seasonal garments, or pieces 
that bring a bit more variety to your wardrobe, update 
your wardrobe as your style evolves, and gives you 
that sense of renewal.  The renewal layer is where The 
Velary garments are situated. The third layer is essen-
tially excess or junk, that you don’t love, don’t need, or 
doesn’t fit well. Users may wish to pair down this layer 
and remove it entirely, focusing their wardrobe on the 
Core wardrobe and Renewal wardrobe. By removing 
this layer you gain a more acute understanding of your 
own style and reduce the number of things you own,  a 
sort of cleansing. 
A crucial part of demonstrating an alternative to 
existing fashion models is to innovate garment cycles. 
To do so The Velary works with brands and designers 
to integrate high-quality garments into the collection 
specifically suited for our service, and according to the 
criteria we set for all the garments we carry. These cri-
teria ensure that the customer experience is of utmost 
quality, and allows for the garments to fit into a circular 
economy framework where materials are recycled at 
the end of life and turned into new material streams. 
excess
renewal wardrobe
core wardrobe
6 . 4  U N D E R S TA N D I N G  T H E  G A R M E N T S
The Velary is designed to 
accommodate ongoing renewal 
in a users wardrobe without the 
effects of rampant consumption 
we experience with fast fashion.
Above diagram showing layers of a wardrobe as iden-
tified through primary research. On following page 
diagram represents the renewal wardrobe, which exists 
when a users core wardrobe and The Velary intersect.
    7 3
core wardrobe the velary
opens up a flexible 
wardrobe that allows for: 
inspiration, revitalization, 
responsibility, care
renewal wardrobe
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Materials / Garments should be made from 
unblended natural fabrics (eg. 100% cotton, wool, 
linen, hemp or silk). 100% polyester thread may be 
used, as longevity is of the essence. Designs may use 
contrasting fabrics such as self 100%  Linen, with con-
trast (trim etc.) in 100% silk. Considering that for the 
recycling process all materials need to be separated 
prior to recycling, which enables the integration of cir-
cular economy principles.
 
Audience / Garments must be geared towards 
women, and align with attached moodboard. (While 
The Velary may expand into menswear, it is currently 
focused on womenswear due to a natural selection of 
participants through the survey and probe respodents.)
Season / Garments should be selected for a tran-
sitional season, for example spring/summer, fall/
winter, or fall/spring. This is vital since garments will 
remain in circulation for multiple seasons.
Colour + print / The colour and prints of the textiles 
used in the garment design should be well suited to with-
stand stains or marks. The service refrains from selecting 
garments with very light coloured fabric. Furthermore, 
prints may be used, however it is important that they 
have a classic feel to them. While it is important for users 
to experience a sense of renewal with the garments, the 
same garments may be used for many seasons, and so 
need to not date themselves. 
Types of garments / The type of garment is essen-
tial. The Velary’s garments are meant to provide a 
sense of renewal to our users. These garments are 
uplifting, timeless (but new), unusual, inspiring. 
Construction / At the end of life of the garments, 
they will be sent to a recycling facility, and turned back 
into thread/fabric. In many cases this involves taking 
garments apart at the seams, and salvaging reus-
able fabric, or sorting fabric to be put into a recycling 
machine.  Any design decisions that may contribute to 
the increased ease of recycling are greatly beneficial. 
Eg. sleeves that are easily detachable, seams or other 
ways of connecting that are strong during wear, but 
unravel easily for  deconstruction. There are also some 
restrictions in terms of construction: no glue or other 
adhesives, no beadwork/sequins.
Fit / Garments should be selected to suited to fit dif-
ferent body shapes well. While we will have multiple 
sizes (S, M, L for both tops and bottoms), the garments 
should be selected with multiple users in mind. This 
means they may incorporate elements of adjustability, 
draping etc. Users will be able to learn sizing over time 
as we work with the same brands, and garments can 
always be returned easily prior to the return date, if 
they do not fit properly. 
6 . 5  G A R M E N T  C R I T E R I A
Garment criteria are used to 
evaluate garments and align 
them with the ethos and aims 
of  The Velary.
S
M
L
BUST WAIST HIP
32.5 - 34.5 in 25-27 in 33-37 in
35.5 - 37 in 28-30 in 38-40 in
39-40.5 in 31.5-33 in 41.5-43 in
Above table shows sizing for the service garments. This 
is an attempt to bring garments from multiple brands 
under more universal sizing for the online store. 
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7.0 User Testing
    7 7
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U S E R  T E S T I N G
MEASURING IMPACT 
While my intention with the service design of this proj-
ect was to eliminate the need to discuss sustainability 
up front due to an analysis that convenience could be 
a significant barrier to overcome if users are to engage. 
Through providing a user experience that would entice 
people to participate in the service whether or not they 
were interested in aspects of sustainability a more di-
verse customer base could be built. However measuring 
impact still remained to be one of the key questions for 
potential users. They wanted to know the cost implica-
tions as well as the environmental impact of adopting 
the service. This might not be the aspect that convinces 
them to try the service out but something that would 
encourage them and keep them engaged once they 
have become a user.
NARRATIVE & CONNECTION
Building off of measuring impact, narrative and con-
nection are also aspects that users were looking for in 
order to feel engaged with the service. Questions that 
came up included how does the narrative evolve for a 
user over time, and how are users are able to articulate 
their journey of involvement with The Velary either for 
themselves or as part of the community. And how does 
this connect to UX and brand. This relates to an aspect 
of belonging, that a user would want to identify with 
the brand, and that as the community connected to 
the service grows, there may be more opportunities to 
connect.
I conducted user testing to 
examine the challenges and 
successes at both macro 
and micro levels within the 
concept and user experience
/web design. 
CONCEPT
Evaluating the concept was an important step to test 
the challenges users had with adopting the service. 
It also allowed potential users to provide insight into 
elements of the design that drew them into the service, 
or convinced them that it would fit their lifestyle. Here 
I was looking to get feedback on first impressions of the 
service, highlights, and challenges for each individual. 
This was a process to determine which barriers would 
be a challenge  and which were addressed in the design 
of the service. Three key areas that were highlighted 
in this process were the introduction of a two tiered 
wardrobe, understanding the impact of  participating in 
the service, and the narrative of and engagement with 
the service.
ADOPTING THE TWO TIERED WARDROBE 
The two tiered wardrobe was identified as a key aspect 
that removes barriers to adopting the service. Respon-
dents consisting of probe participants, fellow design 
students, and expert interviewees claimed that the fact 
that they keep their existing wardrobe and in fact curate 
it more and engage with it more thoughtfully would en-
courage them to try out the service. They also identified 
a need for the description of the two tiered wardrobe to 
be very clear, and that they may wish to see examples 
of how others have built out their core wardrobe and 
engaged with the renewal wardrobe. One suggestion 
was make use of designers and creatives engaged in the 
service to promote examples of core wardrobes, and 
wardrobe pairings.
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OBSERVATION
TASK BASED TESTING
UX (ENJOYABILITY & FUNCTIONALITY)
In order to gain insight into the user experience design 
of the website, in terms of both functionality and enjoy-
ability, I conducted user testing with seven participants. 
Participants included probe respondents who had 
previous knowledge of the thesis research intentions, 
and new student participants who were less involved in 
the study. I was looking to determine the effectiveness 
of learnability and memorability, functionality and 
errors, and satisfaction. I conducted preliminary user 
testing through observing how users interacted with my 
first clickable prototype, and then transitioned to task 
based testing with a second more refined prototype. I 
asked participants to complete four tasks including to 
find a garment, check out a garment, return a garment, 
and login. I also asked participants to discover what the 
service does through website copy and summarize it in 
their own words. 
The key insights from user testing were that in terms of 
functionality, there were few errors, namely in the split 
of the menu for navigation, and the process of logging 
in as a new user, as the prototype was not set up to have 
new information entered by users. Overall users were 
able to complete all tasks assigned. Users also frequent-
ly commented on the visual design, and described it as 
“beautiful” and refined enough that it made them feel 
as if the website was live, not a clickable prototype. In 
the user testing process they were finding moments of 
delight. 
I tested with both designers and non-designers and 
found that  the latter made better testing subjects as 
they tended to not bring fewer biases when complet-
ing tasks. I found that when testing designers they 
would leap to summarizing their experience or making 
suggestions before they had completed a task, so it 
was harder to glean accurate functionality from their 
participation. 
The aspect of the site that was identified as needing 
the most clarity was in communicating the concept 
of the service, and how it works. Most users still had 
questions after reading the about and how it works 
sections, and requested either an FAQ section or more 
narrative forms of communicating like on-boarding 
videos (which had not been completed to date for this 
prototype). 
Diagram above shows the movement from user test-
ing through observation of how users interact with the 
information and prototypes, to task based testing to 
validate usability of certain user flows. 
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Above images highlight issues identified through user 
testing on first web prototype. These included type 
size, button placement, ease of forms, and issues with 
navigation.
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USER TESTING QUESTIONS
About /Onboarding
1) where would you go to find out about the website?
2) What do you think this service does?
3) Is there anything you don’t understand?
Checkout
1) Can you find a blue wrap top?
2) Can you check it out? 
3) How would you confirm/make a change to the order?
Return
1) You’re ready to return a garment how would you go 
abou t doing this on the website?
2) You’ve received an email reminder to return a gar-
ment, what do you do next?
Brand/Context
1)How would you describe the website?
2) What things seem most important to the service?
3) What do you still not know about the service?
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8.0 Reflection
    83
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Evaluating the effectiveness 
of the design concept is first 
and foremost examined 
through it’s ability to meet 
user criteria, as outlined in my 
primary research.
8 .1  E F F E C T I V E N E S S  O F 
D E S I G N  P R O P O S I T I O N
MEETING USER CRITERIA 
Evaluating the effectiveness of the design concept 
is first and foremost examined through its ability to 
meet user criteria, as outlined in my primary research. 
This includes providing a sense of renewal, shifting 
consumption behaviour, and addressing key barri-
ers to sharing as outline in the barriers section of this 
document. Upon reflection, it appears as if the service 
design succeeds in facilitating a sense of renewal, while 
shifting consumption behaviour, and removing barriers 
to engaging in  the sharing of garments. This becomes 
apparent when viewing a synthesized user experience 
map. Here we see the emphasis on tasks that the service 
manages, removing much of the responsibility from the 
user. 
EFFECTIVENESS OF DESIGN DELIVERY 
Much of the design delivery of this project has focused 
on effective and clear communication of the concept 
and experience. In visual design, service design, and 
user experience design elements clarity has come 
through, however in the search of this clarity some 
nuance and narrative has been left behind. Reflecting 
on the design now it seems that some small tweaks in 
communication would allow for a more layered under-
standing of how the user’s relationship with The Velary 
would progress over time, and how the narrative of 
the service as it grows could be highlighted.  I see this 
playing out in possibly developing a more layered user 
experience map, and a strategy for highlighting user or 
service focused narratives on the website. 
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MEASURING IMPACT 
When approaching the design I intended to focus on 
shifting user behaviour around consumption, and 
developing a service that would entice them to do so. I 
intended to focus on this aspect of the fashion indus-
try because of the potential to shift consumption with-
out requiring people to stop buying, which seems to 
be only temporarily effective given the prevalence of 
advertising and the rate at which the fashion industry 
is moving. I knew full well that it was entirely possible 
that the design proposition I was working on might 
only have marginal impacts in terms of sustainability. 
But that by demonstrating an effective alternative to 
existing consumption practices I might inspire others 
to create more propositions that might eventually 
lead to something both more sustainable and capable 
of changing behaviour. I was also concerned with 
developing a solution that might be appealing to those 
working in industry, and that might lead to an un-
derstanding that industry can remain profitable and 
address issues of behaviour change and sustainabil-
ity in fashion. It often seems that we think this is an 
either/or problem space, which leads to little incentive 
for those who have the greatest impact to review their 
own practices. 
The impact that the service will make in terms of cost 
and sustainability is the most fundamental impact to 
be measured. There are more aspects that in fact may 
When approaching the 
design I intended to focus on 
shifting user behavior around 
consumption, and developing 
a service that would entice 
them to do  so.
E F F E C T I V E N E S S  C O N T I N U E D
be more influential, including behaviour change and 
inspiration as mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
However for now I will look at a cost analysis, and 
garment lifetime assessment.According to a 2011 study 
from statistics Canada the average household expen-
ditures on clothing are $3364/year. With an average 
household size of 2.5, that means that the average Ca-
nadian is spending $1,345/year on clothing. This in not 
necessarily representative of my target audience, but 
can be used as a base amount to project clothing expen-
ditures. Another figure referenced for clothing expendi-
tures is about 4% of an individuals income. Here I can 
extrapolate that if my user is a mid-level professional 
woman, in a creative industry or corporate environment 
(likely in an urban area), she can be expected to have 
an income of $35K - $70K/year, which means clothing 
expenditures would be between $1400 - $2800. 
With these figures in mind we can start to determine 
the amount of garments, and the types of garments that 
would fit within this budget using the table on the fol-
lowing page. Here I compare the costs of garments be-
tween fast fashion, higher end(mid level ready to wear 
i.e. not couture), and The Velary. We can also begin to 
project the lifespan and number of user per garment in 
each of these categories. Fast fashion garments fit into 
the paradigm highlighted from Paul Hawkins ‘Natural 
Capitalism’ “that only one percent of the total North 
American materials flow ends up in, and is still being 
used within, products six months after their sale”(-
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SHIRT
COST OF FAST FASHION 
GARMENT (eg. H&M)
$30
$70
$129
COST OF HIGH END 
GARMENT (eg. FILIPPA K)
COST OF THE 
VELARY GARMENT 
SWEATER
COAT
JACKET
PANTS
SKIRT
DRESS
LIFESPAN OF FAST 
FASHION GARMENT
6 Months 6 Months - 10 years 3-5 years
LIFESPAN  OF HIGH END 
GARMENT 
LIFESPAN  OF THE 
VELARY GARMENT 
USERS OF FAST FASHION 
GARMENT
0-2 1-3 1-20
USERS  OF HIGH END 
GARMENT 
USERS  OF THE 
VELARY GARMENT 
$80
$50
$20
$60
$200
$300
$600
$350
$250
$200
$400
$200 ($20/month)
$300 ($30/month)
$500 ($50/month)
$300 ($30/month)
$200 ($20/month)
$200 ($20/month)
$300 ($30/month)
Hawkin 81). These garments may not be necessarily 
disposed of at this time, they may instead be adding 
to the excess layer in our wardrobes, taking up space 
and not being used. The quality, style, and consump-
tion rates of a typical fast fashion garment mean that 
it is suitable for 0-2 users (0 being when a garment is 
purchased and sits in a closet unused). When we look 
at a mid-high end garment those figures change based 
on cost, style (often), and consumption rates, as well 
as a higher commitment to the product when a user is 
investing more financially. Here we can  project that the 
lifespan could be between 6 months (for a more waste-
ful user who won’t pass on the garment) and 10 years 
(for a user who passes on a garment at some point, or is 
committed to maintaining and using the garment for an 
extended period of time. Given the quality, and the use 
habits of this cycle we could see a higher end garment 
in the hands of up to three users. Considering a gar-
ment from The Velary’s service with similar quality as 
a high end garment, plus built in repairs and mainte-
nance, and continuous passing along of the garment to 
new users we can project that a garment would last 3-5 
years, and would be worn by up to 20 users (depending 
on the length of reservations). If reservations are made 
for shorter periods of time, for example one month per 
user, this estimate of longevity may be reduced due to 
increased wear caused by more frequent cleaning or 
repairs. 
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Using the previous projections 
about cost, quality, and 
consumption behavior  to show 
how The Velary’s wardrobe 
differs from a standard 
wardrobe. 
8 . 2  P E R S O N A  &  W A R D R O B E  E X A M P L E
PRIMARY PERSONA
Name: Ayla Collins
Gender: Female
Age: 35
Occupation: Director of Marketing
Experience Goals: 
Feel inspired by her wardrobe, and by the company she 
acquires garments from. Be able to trust the service’s 
practices aligns with her values. Feel confident about 
new shopping choices that won’t add stress to her life.
End Goals:
Ayla’s end goal is downsize her wardrobe, removing the 
excess layer. She aims to adjust her purchases to focus 
primarily on investing in higher end pieces she is com-
mitted to. She expects using The Velary will allow her to 
do this, and still maintain a refreshed wardrobe. 
Life Goals:
Ayla has spent a decade pretty focused on work, and 
desires a better integration of her personal values in her 
day to day habits. She is looking for ways to be mindful 
and to influence other to do the same.
Retailers Frequented:
Oak + Fort, Charlie + Lee, Aritzia, H&M, Gravity Pope
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AYLA’S STANDARD WARDROBE AYLA’S VELARY WARDROBE
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In order to address the problem 
space in a comprehensive way 
I felt as if I needed to approach 
it from a systemic and strategic 
level. 
8 . 3  R E F L E C T I O N  O N  P R O C E S S
This however naturally expanded the scope of the 
project quite considerably. The larger scope of the 
project meant that as a designer I had to fill many roles 
including design strategy, art direction, user experience 
design, interaction design, visual design, design re-
search, and project management. In order to move the 
project along and involve each of these roles the depth 
which I could go into each design phase was limited. It 
was as if I was running a one person startup, attempting 
to get a Minimum Viable Product to market. The roles I 
filled and methods I used fall into three main categories 
and themes within the thesis. These include Design 
Strategy, User Experience, and Service Design. 
This project is a concept. Given that I was designing 
within an academic environment remaining within 
the concept realm was necessary. I found that I was 
challenged to align my design process, motives, and 
research within the requirements and framework of 
Emily Carr’s Graduate Studies program and in order 
to do so it was most logical to remain within an explor-
atory framework. There were advantages in doing so in 
that it allowed me to propose a design that might make 
users and retailers consider different modes of be-
haviour.  In order to represent and further inspire new 
user behaviours I focused first on 
I strived to create a design proposition that was believ-
able enough that a user would be able to identify with 
the experience, and envision whether or not they might 
engage with such a service. This thesis research does 
not extend to the point of implementation, it focuses on 
a merging of theoretical context, design research, and 
design exploration. Launching the design falls beyond 
the scope of the Masters, as it would require an agile 
and rapid approach that competes with my exploratory 
research practice in the given academiccontext, which 
follows a much slower timeline, allowing for research 
synthesis to occur naturally, and in an ongoing basis.  
However if I were to consider implementation there 
are several areas of the project that would need to be 
revisited or further developed. These include building 
relationships with Brands whos garments would be 
sold through the service. Developing an acquisition 
and on-boarding process for customers. And evaluating 
different scalability models.
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USER EXPERIENCE 
The User Experience Design and methods used in my 
thesis were implemented at both micro and macro 
levels. These methods formed the a continuous thread 
at each stage of the thesis design, from discovery and 
research, all the way to visual design and user testing. 
My understanding of UX has grown immensely and I 
see it as one of the few design disciplines that really has 
the capacity to deliver on all aspects of a design project. 
I also see there being significant benefit in a designer 
having their hands in all aspects of a UX led project as it 
allows for the essence of a design direction to be main-
tained throughout the process. Something which can 
often risk being lost in a more segregated workflow.
DESIGN STRATEGY
I have come to think of Design Strategy as Art Direc-
tion for problem spaces. This big picture visioning and 
simultaneous project evaluation became a primary 
activity throughout the thesis. It was challenging to 
essentially be managing myself through this role. In 
several cases it would have been ideal to have a team 
to provide feedback, ideate with, and execute design 
production. 
SERVICE DESIGN 
When I began conducting research for this thesis proj-
ect I had envisioned that Service Design would be the 
main design methodology and process that I would em-
ploy. Instead I found that while Service Design can help 
us to design for the bigger picture, the methods used 
throughout the process felt more disjointed than follow-
ing a UX methodology. In the end my design outcome 
is a retail service concept, with a focus on e-commerce 
and UX for fashion retail. 
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Tackling the issue of sustainability in relation to clothing 
consumption is a complex endeavour. There are several 
connected issues within the fashion system, and how 
we buy and use garments. Due to my own constraints of 
time, capacity, interest, and problem identification, this 
project focused on a sliver of the problem, specifically 
addressing the way we buy and rotate garments. The 
above limitations allowed me to maintain a specific fo-
cus, but they also required me to not explore many other 
related issues, leaving gaps in how the system might be 
implemented, or how it may impact existing retailer and 
consumer practices. 
There is a double edged sword when proposing systems 
to share assets. It often allows for new models of thinking 
and using a given resource, but they also have a tendency 
to snowball, and begin to epitomize the very things they 
were attempting to shift upon their creation. 
Michel Bauwens, peer-to-peer theorist, describes that 
the sharing economy succeeds in using idle resources 
more effectively, but the way that they capture value is 
problematic because they are not creating at the same 
time, which leads to an increase in demand for limited 
resources (Bauwens 2016). A strong example of this is 
how AirBnB has been impacting local rental markets. 
In Vancouver we are seeing AirBnB listings far outpace 
vacant rentals, with as many as 15 times as many AirBnB 
listings in neighbourhoods like Kensington-Cedar Cot-
tage (McLellan, 2016)
This example has several implications, the rental 
market, in which many metropolitan areas are already 
tight for renters, has been made even more challeng-
ing through services like AirBnB. What originated as 
a way for users to share and access more affordable 
accommodations than the hotel industry, has instead 
increased pressure on rental markets and decreased 
regulation for hotel-like accommodations, for which 
AirBnB is now mostly used. 
Implementation of a concept like The Velary could re-
sult in similar conflicts. Although garments themselves 
are arguably less of a ‘vital’ need, than shelter, the cost 
of sharing could lead to an increase in the price of gar-
ments that are used in The Velary, or are in competition 
with the service. More likely however is that The Velary 
would grapple with its own paradoxical conflict. The 
service is designed to increase garment lifecycle and 
decrease personal consumption for each user. How-
ever because The Velary is not in a position to replace 
existing fashion retail it instead would exist alongside a 
multitude of other fashion retail models including fast 
fashion, pret-a-porter, second-hand, consignment, and 
more. And in the event that a user does not adopt the 
intended behaviour of The Velary’s two-tiered ward-
robe, where a user has a personal core wardrobe along 
with access to shared garments through the service, 
then rather than decreasing that customers consump-
tion rate, The Velary would instead be adding another 
mode of consumption that could be used on top of all 
In order to address the problem 
space in a comprehensive way 
I felt as if I needed to approach 
it from a systemic and strategic 
level. 
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core 
wardrobe
sharing 
economy
the trendy 
trader
circular 
economy
minimalism
the velary
Diagram above illustrated the indirect exposure to 
Circular Economy Practices, the Sharing Economy, and 
Minimalist philososhies that a user will experience. It 
shows that The Velary draws from multiple theories and 
practices aimed at addressing sustainability. 
the other ways that people consume clothing. This is 
ultimately problematic, and has been considered in the 
way that the service is designed. For example the Velary 
allows users to self select the number of garments and 
length of reservations, it does not provide a subscrip-
tion which could easily lead to sending a user garments 
they do not in fact need. But even with these types of 
guidelines, there remains a significant risk. 
Considering this, what The Velary succeeds in is illus-
trating a hybrid sharing-owning model, that invites 
customers to move slowly into a more conscious and in-
tentional way of using garments. And given the usabil-
ity of the prototyped touchpoints, and user experience 
mapping, it is designed to be engaging and un-intimi-
dating for the user. However a full understanding of the 
industry implications is not yet complete. The Velary 
sits within a conceptual space that allows us to imag-
ine and discuss alternate behaviours. It does not allow 
for us to know what would happen, in the surrounding 
systems if The Velary was implemented. 
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1 0 .1  T H E  C I R C U L A R  E C O N O M Y  A S  S E E N  T H R O U G H  1 1  C A S E  S T U D I E S
CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY PROCESS
DECOMPOSITION
to NEW RESOURCES
URBAN IMPACT
EXTRACTION AND 
PRODUCTION OF 
BIOCHEMICAL 
FEEDSTOCK
CASCADE RECYCLE 
DEBRAND
VALUE VILLAGE
ECO FASHION WEEK
MOUNTAIN 
EQUIPMENT CO-OP
NICOLE BRIDGER
MATTRESS RECYCLING
BOARDROOM ECO 
APPAREL
OUR SOCIAL FABRIC
THIS OPEN SPACE
COMMON THREAD
•
• •
•
• •
•
• • • •
• • •
•
• • •
These activities in the table 
above are defined as Circu-
lar Economy practices in the 
McKinsey Quarterly article.
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REFURBISH/
RE-MANUFACTURE
REUSE/ 
REDISTRIBUTE
MAINTENANCE
•
•
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
VIEW ENVIRONMENTAL, 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
SUSTAINABILITY AS 
INTERDEPENDENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
This activity in the column above 
is consistently seen across our case 
studies (and not depicted in the 
McKinsey Quarterly article).
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WHAT IS THE 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
WHAT ARE WE WORKING 
TOWARDS
The circular economy is a move away 
from linear economic models to new 
ways of doing business that are consci-
entious towards the environment. 
The idea of using waste as a production 
input mostly based on “Cradle-to-Cra-
dle” principles is one of the most promi-
nent aspects of the circular economy.
WHY 
DEBRAND
NICOLE BRIDGER
#
MATTRESS RECYCLINGBOARDROOM 
ECO APPAREL
COMMON THREADURBAN IMPACT
Br a n d 
na m e
We are working towards unknown 
spaces, driven by values and missions to 
make business and sustainability work 
in unicen. 
Social and environmen-
tal equity as seen in Ni-
cole Bridger’s practices.
New models for employment 
and production as pioneered 
by Common Thread.
Complete reuse of materials as 
seen in MattressRecycling.ca’s 
push to recycle 100% of the ma-
terials that come across their door
Urban Impact has been offering 
multi materials recycling for 25 
years.
BEA offers design, take back, and 
recycling services for corporate 
promotional products, taking full re-
sponsibility for the goods they create.
Debrand diverts waste into re-
cycling streams that their clients 
would not otherwise do themselves.
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600
Million lbs
 Diverted
WHERE ARE WE NOW
WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE 
WORKING  
WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS  
VALUE VILLAGE
ECO FASHION 
WEEK
MOUNTAIN 
EQUIPMENT 
CO-OP
f
OUR SOCIAL FABRIC
434 
COLUMBIA 
THIS OPEN SPACE
Organizations working in this space have 
already accomplished incredible feats in-
cluding diverting waste, and recirculating 
materials.
We are striving to be making change in 
industries that do not exist yet. We are 
longing for collaborators and competi-
tors to help us innovate and contribute 
to these new endeavors.
Eco Fashion Week is the 
only sustainable fash-
ion show in all of North 
America.
MEC is in need of new technology 
to be able to move forward with 
recycling their textiles and getting 
materials back to thread. 
There are several barriers including 
a need for widespread uptake and 
demand  for sustainably produced prod-
ucts, new technologies, more funding, 
and more people working in the circular 
economy.
Thisopenspace is remov-
ing barriers of entry for 
new ventures in need of 
an audience, and store-
front.
Value Village resells used 
clothing and keeps it in 
circulation.
Our Social Fabric sells donated fabric 
to local designers at reduced cost, 
and keeps it out of waste streams.
TO FIND OUT 
MORE ABOUT AN 
ORGANIZATION CLICK ON 
THEIR ICON
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10.2 SECONDARY RESEARCH SUMMARIES
Sustainability refers to the sustainment of the natu-
ral environment, and it’s capacity to provide suste-
nance for living things including humans. 
Discourse around sustainability brings our aware-
ness of the world into a more macro perspective 
where we can consider the value and influence of 
humans on the natural world. This is essential in or-
der for individuals to position themselves in a larger 
perspective. Scale can play a key role as when “in 
small communities people [can] see and sense the 
effects of their own actions on each other and the 
environment and are quicker to enjoy the benefits of 
change” (Fletcher, 2014, p. 167). 
 
The complex and extremely personal nature of 
needs and satisfiers suggests that if a needs-based 
approach to promoting sustainability is pursued, then 
a sector has to be created that respects - and actually 
find business opportunity in meeting - our diverse, 
individual needs. (Fletcher, 2014, p.149)
sustainability and clothing
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Deriving the lessons from our examination of Cra-
dle to Cradle. We must then positioin design as an 
agent of change that not only mediates current prac-
tices, but rather envisions and directs us towards 
new practices. Design as means for change can call 
upon redirective practice. Fry explains that “redirec-
tion is a profoundly political proposition. Ultimate-
ly, it implies a restructuring of habitus by design” 
(2008, p. 47). As I am addressing an industry which 
is somewhat outside of my realm it is essential to 
consider and communicate that I am well positioned 
to so through design process and practice as an 
agent of change. 
 
Redirective practice...is akin to a new kind of (de-
sign) leadership, underpinned by a combination of 
creating new (and gathering old) knowledge direct-
ed at advancing means of sustain-ability while also 
politically contesting the unsustainable status quo 
(Fry, 2008, p. 57). The design leadership that Fry 
refers to demonstrates the opportunity, and neces-
sity for design to move industries forward that are 
struggling to tackle sustainability.
We must then position design as an agent of change 
that not only mediates current practices, but rather 
envisions and directs us towards new practices. 
redirective practice
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Consumption is an economic concept and involves 
the purchase of goods and services by individuals. It 
is also representative of a mind frame and lifestyle. 
Existing consumption patterns are based in the 
development of modernity as explained by Penny 
Sparke. She states that “The growth of consumption 
was understood as a key feature of the emerging 
modern world” (Spark, 14, 2013). Consumerism is 
a significant driver in western society and has been 
connected with class and value for many years. It 
is so pervasive that it in fact has quite significant 
impacts on our lifestyle, and our behaviour, affect-
ing each individual personally as well as collective 
communities. To further discuss the importance of 
our behaviours we can examine the impact that they 
have on our personal psyche, and collective con-
sciousness. It has been said that “Throwing away 
furniture, transportation vehicles, clothing, and 
appliances may soon lead us to feel that marriages 
(and other personal relationships) are throwaway 
items as well” (Papanek, 1984, p. 87). Papanek 
highlights concerning aspects of consumerism, and 
how our behaviour as shaped by consumption can 
lead (or has led) to the decay of collectivism. Our 
relationship to this system however has a unique 
opportunity to shift at this time. 
With the rise of web-based technologies we are 
seeing a transition in venue for this consumption 
towards online shopping. According to Statistics 
Canada, in 2005 16.8 million people in Canada were 
making purchases online, which is equal to 41% of 
all Canadian internet users at the time. In 2007, 30% 
of clothing and accessories sold in Canada were 
purchased through online retail. 
Online retail so far has largely replicated traditional 
retail models from brick and mortar stores. However 
as the industry is going through this key transition, 
this is an ideal time for innovation. Examining how 
retail functions through online platforms can lead to 
new user experiences, alternative retail models, and 
ultimately systems that are designed for contempo-
rary lifestyle, rather than that of post war suburbia. 
“The growth of consumption was understood as a key 
feature of the emerging modern world” (Spark, 14, 
2013)
shopping and consumerism
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The sharing economy, or collaborative consump-
tion, is a socio-economic phenomenon that evolves 
around the sharing of goods and services. Often this 
involves peer-to-peer transactions, either through 
the selling of stuff from one person to another using 
platforms like Craigslist or Yerdle. Other times 
this involves using items of a peer, such as ones 
home through Air BnB. Tina Rosenberg explains 
that “Thousands of new businesses now sell access 
rather than ownership…collaborative consumption is 
a way to live light, waste less, to protect the environ-
ment, to create and associate with a community of 
like-minded people” (Rosenberg, 2013). Collabora-
tive consumption, while not an entirely new con-
cept, as we have had libraries for millennia, is being 
made more accessible through technology, and of-
fers the potential to revolutionize how we consume. 
Books aren’t the only thing available for sharing. 
A key element of the sharing economy is that there 
are two main categories of how it works. The first 
being through a dispersed model where users are 
connected to each other and can exchange goods 
and services between themselves, with or without 
monetary reciprocity. This is exemplified in Craig-
slist and Yerdle. The second is a universal model 
where a company or organization offers a service 
that provides access to users. This is how companies 
like Car2Go function. The latter requires less effort 
on the part of the user and may be most relevant 
to explore from an industry perspective, as well as 
when attempting to change users behaviour seeing 
as they are required to do less.
 Collaborative consumption, while not an entirely 
new concept, as we have had libraries for millennia, is 
being made more accessible through technology, and 
offers the potential to revolutionize how we consume.
the sharing economy
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Service design is the activity of planning and orga-
nizing people, infrastructure, communication and 
material components of a service in order to im-
prove its quality and the interaction between service 
provider and customers. As a discipline it straddles 
design and business combining both processes and 
using them to innovate.
“When we measure service performance in the 
right way, we can prove that service design results in 
more effective employment of resources—human, 
capital, and natural” (Polaine, 19, 2013).
When approaching the consumption rates in the 
clothing industry it seems necessary to employ a 
different model of design than the product centred 
fashion design that we currently practice. “The 
digital landscape of the information age has created 
radical enablers for new types of service delivery” 
(Polaine, 24, 2013). Addressing clothing through 
service design allows us to look at the system around 
the clothing as well as the objects themselves. De-
signing clothing as a service permits us to provide 
clothing in the form of access rather than ownership, 
and addresses the need to be clothed, but does not 
have to engage in existing consumption models. 
“When we measure service performance in the right 
way, we can prove that service design results in more 
effective employment of resources—human, capital, 
and natural” (Polaine, 19, 2013).
service design
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Minimalism is a movement to reduce excess and 
include only the essentials. It is derived from zen 
philosophy. Minimalism is a movement in art, 
design, architecture, literature, and is now being 
adopted as a lifestyle. We are seeing the movement 
grow mostly through blogs like theminimalists.com, 
mrmoneymustache.com, and ouropenroad.com. It 
is a movement in response to the rapidity of contem-
porary life, the expense of mainstream lifestyles, 
and the debt required to keep up. It is a movement 
that advocates for freedom, from excessive work, 
from debt, from stress, and from stuff. And it offers 
opportunity for wealth in experiences, relation-
ships, pleasure, choice, and renewal. Minimalism is 
predicated on the ability to access, and not own. The 
minimalists have explained that “no longer must we 
hoard. Rather, with fewer physical possessions but 
greater access to the things that matter most, we can 
worry less about consuming, more about creating 
and experiencing (Fields & Nicodemus)”.The move-
ment works seamlessly with service design and 
interaction design to develop, offer, and commu-
nicate how we can engage in new experiences and 
new ways of use. 
“No longer must we hoard. Rather, with fewer 
physical possessions but greater access to the things 
that matter most, we can worry less about consuming, 
more about creating and experiencing (Fields & 
Nicodemus)”.
minimalism
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My secondary research has led me to question the 
way we talk about sustainability, circular economy, 
or other alternative means of design, business, and 
consumption. When we discuss sustainability we 
tend to use guilt at the main motivator. This is prob-
lematic when we compare sustainability narratives 
with our communication styles around consumption 
which celebrate desire, aspiration, and success. If 
we are to bring sustainability to the mainstream we 
need to alter our narratives and find more inspiring 
modes of motivation. Andrea Hirsch writes that 
“what is missing from this dialogue is really the 
branding opportunity of a lifetime” (Hirsch, 2014). 
This is a key element to the development to alterna-
tive consumption models, and especially important 
in looking at garments through the lens of access 
rather than ownership.“The opportunity now exists 
for someone or some brand in the fashion industry 
to do the same – to remove the complexity around 
making the responsible decision. Instead of focus-
ing on the paralyzing task of uprooting an entire 
production industry or the complicated reliance on 
third world factory workers, start small. Start with 
simplicity and defining what it is we are working 
towards. Find the balance” (Hirsch, 2014). Not only 
can this branding piece communicate a vision of 
where we can move towards, but also the details, the 
function, and they reason for changing consumption 
behaviours. 
“What is missing from this dialogue is really the 
branding opportunity of a lifetime”
narrative and branding
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Creativity and design are being recognized more 
and more as leaders of innovation across subjects 
and industries, as seen through the success of 
Stanford’s D. School, and the adoption of design 
thinking in the business sector. Before this shift “the 
so-called “creative types”...were relegated to the 
kids table, far from serious discussions. Meanwhile, 
all the important business conversations took place 
among the “grown-ups” in boardrooms and meeting 
spaces down the hall” (Kelly & Kelley, 2013, p. 3). 
This shift towards embracing creativity and design 
is an asset for those of us addressing sustainability, 
as it provides new tools to tackle complex problems 
in interdisciplinary relationships. 
Much of the reaction towards sustainability is often 
one of daunting failure. The issues are so intercon-
nected it can feel difficult to address them in any 
effective way. However through adopting creative 
confidence “people transcend the fears that block 
their creativity, all sorts of new possibilities emerge” 
(Kelley & Kelley, 2013, p. 10). In order to innovate, 
especially in the realm of sustainability, we need to 
embrace creativity, and engage our stake holders, 
allowing them to begin to vision a sustainable future 
rather than being paralyzed by the way things are.  
At it’s core, creative confidence is about believing 
in your ability to create change in the world around 
you. It is the conviction that you can achieve what 
you set out to do…this belief in your creative capac-
ity, lies at the heart of innovation (Kelley & Kelley, 
2013, p. 2).
As designers the language of creative confidence is 
a tool for relating to other industries. Not only does 
this concept aid us in empowering our clients and 
partners on the road to innovation, it also provides 
inspiration and can remove stigma in addressing 
complex problems.
This shift towards embracing creativity and design is 
an asset for those of us addressing sustainability, as 
it provides new tools to tackle complex problems in 
interdisciplinary relationships. 
DESIGN AND INNOVATION
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The notion of the design entrepreneur has been 
growing in the past few years. Partly it is being driv-
en by startup culture with the success of companies 
like Air BnB, and partly it is driven out of necessity 
for designers. It seems as if this spurt of entrepre-
neurial activity is connected to the way that design 
education is preparing students for the real world. 
With design students fine tuning their ability to find 
unique problem spaces, and enlist user centered 
design methodoliges many existing designer roles 
seem mundane in comparison to what they can do at 
school. This is leading to a desire for more involve-
ment in the product development side of a business, 
which in many cases requires that the designer 
found the business that will create that product. 
Another aspect of the rise of design entrepreneur-
ship is linked to security. Being concerned with 
job security is one avenue to consider, however for 
millenials we are now looking at more creative and 
personally responsible ways of attaining income. 
As explained in an article on millenials joining the 
worksforce, FastCo explains that “job security is 
being replaced by income security...It is a more 
merciless corporate environment, actually, and indi-
viduals protect themselves by creating these differ-
ent streams of income” (Bisharat aqi Brownstone). 
Being able to freelance, or sell your products and 
services on the side of your 9 to 5 job can lead to an 
added level of financial security and opportunity. 
“For the modern-era business to succeed, design has 
to be built in from the ground up.”
design entrepreneurship
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